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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a bandwidth-efficient multicast mechanism for heterogeneous wireless networks. We reduce the

bandwidth cost of an Internet Protocol (IP) multicast tree by adaptively selecting the cell and the wireless technology for each mobile

host to join the multicast group. Our mechanism enables more mobile hosts to cluster together and leads to the use of fewer cells to

save the scarce wireless bandwidth. Besides, the paths in the multicast tree connecting to the selected cells share more common links

to save the wireline bandwidth. Our mechanism supports the dynamic group membership and offers mobility of group members.

Moreover, our mechanism requires no modification to the current IP multicast routing protocols. We formulate the selection of the cell

and the wireless technology for each mobile host in the heterogeneous wireless networks as an optimization problem. We use Integer

Linear Programming to model the problem and show that the problem is NP-hard. To solve the problem, we propose a distributed

algorithm based on Lagrangean relaxation and a network protocol based on the algorithm. The simulation results show that our

mechanism can effectively save the wireless and wireline bandwidth as compared to the traditional IP multicast.

Index Terms—Heterogeneous wireless networks, multicast.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE success of wireless and mobile communications in
the 21st century has resulted in a large variety of

wireless technologies such as second and third-generation
cellulars, satellite, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. The heterogeneous
wireless networks combine various wireless networks and
provide universal wireless access. The leading wireless
companies in some countries have operated networks with
multiple wireless technologies, such as T-Mobile in the
United States, British Telecom in the United Kingdom,
Orange Telecom in France, NTT DoCoMo in Japan, and
Chunghwa Telecom in Taiwan. The number of such
companies would increase because the standards for
operators to provide seamless services in networks with
multiple wireless technologies have been proposed by the
Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1] and Un-
licensed Mobile Access (UMA) [2]. In addition, users in the
heterogeneous wireless networks are usually covered by
more than one cell to avoid connection drop and service
disruption. More mobile terminals in the wireless networks
are likely to own multiple wireless technologies. Therefore,
the heterogeneous wireless networks provide the mobile
hosts with many choices for the cells and wireless
technologies to access the Internet.

Multicast is an efficient way for one-to-many and many-
to-many communications. Each multicast group owns a set
of members, and each member can be a sender or a receiver
of the group. The sender in a multicast group delivers data
in a multicast tree to all receivers of the group. Current

Internet Protocol (IP) multicast routing protocols adopt the
shortest path trees for data delivery [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The
path from the root of the shortest path tree to each member
must be the shortest path in the network. In other words,
the routing of the shortest path tree is fixed once the root
and all group members have been determined. As a
consequence, the bandwidth consumption in an IP multi-
cast tree will not be able to be reduced in wired networks.

In this paper, we first comment that the bandwidth
consumption in the shortest path tree can be reduced in the
heterogeneous wireless networks because the routing of the
shortest path tree here is more flexible. The shortest path
tree in the heterogeneous wireless networks consists of two
parts. The first one is composed of the cell and the wireless
technology chosen by each mobile host. The second one is
comprised of the wired links that connect the root of the tree
and the chosen cells. Therefore, we can change the routing
of the shortest path tree by selecting different cells and
wireless technologies for the mobile hosts to reduce the
bandwidth consumption. Consider the scenario in Fig. 1 as
an example, where mobile hosts A, B, C, and D are the
members of the multicast group. The example presents
three different shortest path trees to serve the four mobile
hosts. The first one uses a WiMax cell to serve the four
mobile hosts. The second one uses a Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) cell to serve mobile
hosts A and B and two Wi-Fi cells to serve mobile hosts C
and D. The third one uses four Wi-Fi cells to serve the four
mobile hosts. Therefore, this example shows that the
routing of the shortest path tree in the heterogeneous
wireless networks is not unique.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no related work
about the selection of the cell and the wireless technology
for each mobile host to build a bandwidth-efficient multi-
cast tree in the heterogeneous wireless networks. Most
previous works for mobile multicast in the heterogeneous
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wireless networks focus on the efficient mechanisms to
provide seamless handover between different networks [8]
[9], [10], [11], [12] and the related security issues [13]. In
addition, for video services, the network selection of cellular
networks or Digital Video Broadcast - Handheld (DVB-H)
for mobile users has been addressed [14]. Previous works
also address the protocol design, reliable multicast, and
other practical issues for homogeneous wireless networks
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. Alrabiah and Aljadhai [20] find a
low-cost multicast tree, instead of the shortest path tree, in
homogeneous wireless networks. A new member reduces
the cost of the tree by connecting to the closest member and
reduces the handoff delay by preestablishing multicast
paths to all neighboring cells. However, resource allocation
among heterogeneous wireless networks has not been
addressed in the previous works. We believe that it is an
important issue because current ISPs tend to operate
multiple wireless networks and multiradio handsets and
PDAs are appearing in the markets. Consequently, in this
paper, we propose a mechanism for reducing the band-
width consumption in the shortest path tree by adaptively
selecting the cell and the wireless technology for each
mobile host in the heterogeneous wireless networks. The
feature distinguishes our work from others.

Explicitly, we formulate in this paper the selection of the
cell and the wireless technology for each mobile host as an
optimization problem, which is denoted as the Cell and
Technology Selection Problem (CTSP) in the heterogeneous
wireless networks for multicast communications. The
problem is to select the cell and the wireless technology
for each group member to minimize the total bandwidth
cost of the shortest path tree. We design a mechanism,
which includes an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
formulation, a distributed algorithm, and a network
protocol, to solve the CTSP. We use ILP to formulate the
CTSP, and the network operator can use our ILP formula-
tion to find the optimal solution for network planning. We
show that CTSP is NP-hard, which, in turn, justifies the
necessity of designing efficient algorithms for suboptimal
solutions. We devise an algorithm LAGRANGE, which is

based on Lagrangean relaxation [21] on our ILP formula-
tion. We adopt the Lagrangean relaxation in our algorithm,
instead of other optimization techniques, due to the
following reasons: First, our algorithm decomposes the
original problem into multiple subproblems such that each
subproblem can be solved by each member and base station
individually. In other words, the algorithm can be im-
plemented in a distributed manner, and the important merit
of the LAGRANGE algorithm enables us to design a
network protocol accordingly. Second, the algorithm adapts
to the change of the group membership and the mobility of
group members. The algorithm iteratively reduces the
bandwidth consumption according to the current group
membership and the location of group members. Third, the
algorithm provides the lower bound on the total bandwidth
cost of the optimal shortest path tree, where the optimal
shortest path tree is the shortest path tree with the optimal
selection of the cell and the wireless technology for each
member. For the multicast group with a large number of
members, the lower bound obtained by our algorithm
provides the benchmark for comparing with any algorithm
for the problem since using the ILP formulation to find the
total bandwidth cost of a large optimal shortest path tree is
computationally infeasible.

This network protocol can be regarded as a rerouting
mechanism. Note that rerouting mechanisms have been
designed for unicast communication in backbone IP net-
works [22], circuit-switched networks [23], optical networks
[24], and satellite networks [25] to reduce the bandwidth
consumption. Our approach differs from the existing ones
in the methods for finding a new routing according to
the current one. Our approach is based on Lagrangean
relaxation, which is a global optimization technique that
iteratively improves the solution toward the globally
optimal solution. However, most of the previous rerouting
methods improve each part of the solution locally. Fortz
and Thorup [22] adjust the cost of each link in shortest path
routing according to the load of the link. Wong et al. [23]
substitute a direct circuit-switched path with an alternate
longer path. Lee and Li [24] move some links in a congested
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wavelength path to the fibers with more available
wavelengths. Donner et al. [25] choose nearby satellites
and links of a congested or failure satellite to reroute a
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) path.

Each mobile host in our mechanism may need to switch
to another cell or technology to reduce the total bandwidth
cost of the shortest path tree. Therefore, our mechanism
requires sophisticated handover protocols such as in the
related works [26], [27], [28]. Note that our mechanism
enables each mobile host to choose, either automatically or
manually, the cell and the wireless technology. When some
mobile hosts manually choose the cells and the wireless
technologies, a partial shortest path tree spanning these
mobile hosts is given, and our mechanism reduces the total
bandwidth used in the tree by adaptively connecting other
mobile hosts to the existing partial tree.

Overall, the contributions of this paper and the features
of our mechanism are manifold:

. For each wireless technology, our mechanism
reduces the number of cells used in the shortest
path tree. Our algorithm clusters the mobile hosts
such that nearby mobile hosts tend to use the same
cell. Therefore, we can reduce the wireless band-
width consumption even when the operator owns
only one wireless technology. Our mechanism also
optimizes the resource allocations for the operators
with multiple wireless technologies. For a set of
nearby mobile hosts, our mechanism uses a single
larger cell or multiple smaller cells to serve these
mobile hosts depending on the number of mobile
hosts, the location of each mobile host, and the
bandwidth cost of each wireless technology.

. Our mechanism is flexible since the bandwidth cost
of each link and each cell can be assigned with no
restriction. For example, we can concentrate on
minimizing the wireless bandwidth if we assign a
zero cost to each wired link and the cost model is
suitable for the network with abundant wired
bandwidth such as the optical network. Also, the
flexible cost model enables the network operators to
balance the load of both wireless cells and wired
links. The network operators can increase the cost of
a link or cell when the link or cell is congested [22].

. Our mechanism is transparent to the IP multicast
routing protocols. The shortest path tree is created
by joining the multicast group with the IP multicast
routing protocols after each member has selected the
cell and the wireless technology according to our
mechanism. We thereby require no modification on
the current IP multicast routing protocols.

. Our protocol supports the dynamic group member-
ship. Our protocol reduces the total bandwidth cost
according to the current group membership. When
some mobile hosts join or leave a multicast group,
each mobile host of the multicast group can
adaptively initiate a horizontal or vertical handover
to reduce the bandwidth consumption in the current
shortest path tree.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our assumption, presents our ILP formulation,

and shows that CTSP is NP-hard. We propose the
LAGRANGE algorithm, which is based on Lagrangean
relaxation, in Section 3 and our protocol based on the
algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 presents our experimental
results. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this paper, we consider CTSP in the heterogeneous
wireless networks for multicast communications. The
problem is to select the cell and the wireless technology
for each group member to minimize the total bandwidth
cost of the shortest path tree. The total bandwidth cost of
the shortest path tree consists of the total wireless
bandwidth cost of the selected cells and the total wireline
bandwidth cost of the shortest path tree spanning the root
and each selected cell. In the following, we first describe our
assumption and notation in Section 2.1. We then propose
our ILP formulation and show that the CTSP is NP-hard in
Section 2.2.

2.1 Assumption and Notation

In this paper, we assume that every wireless cell has the
multicast capability. That is, the base station of the cell can
send a single multicast packet to all mobile hosts in the cell
instead of sending an individual packet to each mobile host.
In addition, some members in a multicast group can be
located in the wired network, but we focus on only the
shortest path tree in the heterogeneous wireless networks,
which could be a subtree of the whole multicast tree
spanning all members. The reason is that the routing of the
subtree spanning the members in the wired network is
fixed. Therefore, the shortest path tree in the rest of the
paper means the subtree in the heterogeneous wireless
networks and the root of the subtree is the common
gateway in the heterogeneous wireless networks. If each
wireless network owns an individual gateway, our mechan-
ism can still solve the CTSP by using a virtual common
gateway to connect with the gateway in each wireless
network and assigning a zero cost to each wireline link
between the gateways. Note that we assume that the path
between the root of a tree and a mobile host via each
wireless network is determined by the multicast protocol in
the network and is given in our problem.

The mobile hosts considered in this paper are the
members of a multicast group. A cell covers a mobile host
if the mobile host is within the transmission range of the
base station of the cell. Let a cell be a candidate cell if the cell
covers at least one mobile host. A node or link x is
downstream to another node or link y in the shortest path
tree if y is on the path from the root of the tree to x. A
subtree that is downstream to a link e contains link e and
every node and link that is downstream to e in the shortest
path tree. For simplicity, the selection of the cell for each
mobile host means the selection of both the cell and the
wireless technology in the rest of the paper.

The notation in this paper is summarized as follows:

. C: the set of cells in the heterogeneous wireless
networks.

. E: the set of links in the shortest path from each
candidate cell to the root of the tree.

. M: the set of mobile hosts in the network.
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. Mc: the set of mobile hosts covered by cell c, c 2 C.

. Cm: the set of cells covering mobile host m, m 2M,
Cm � C. If mobile host m selects cell c manually, we
let the set Cm contain only a cell c.

. Cu: the set of cells that are downstream to node u in
the shortest path tree Cu � C.

. Ec: the set of links in the shortest path from cell c to
the root of the tree Ec � E.

. Eu: the set of links that are downstream to node u in
the shortest path tree Eu � E.

. eu;v: the link from node u to v, eu;v 2 E.

. bc: the bandwidth cost of cell c, c 2 C.

. bu;v: the bandwidth cost of link eu;v, eu;v 2 E.

. cu;v: the cell with the base station v connected to
link eu;v, cu;v 2 C, eu;v 2 E.

. r: the root of the shortest path tree.

2.2 ILP

We use ILP to model CTSP. The ILP formulation can find
the optimal shortest path tree in the heterogeneous wireless
networks with any existing commercial software. Our ILP
formulation has the following variables:

. �m;c: a binary variable. �m;c is 1 if mobile host m
selects cell c, m 2M, c 2 Cm.

. �c: a binary variable. �c is 1 if cell c is used in the
shortest path tree c 2 C.

. �u;v: a binary variable. �u;v is 1 if link eu;v is used in
the shortest path tree eu;v 2 E.

The objective function of our ILP formulation is given as
follows:

min
X
c2C

bc � �c þ
X
eu;v2E

bu;v � �u;v:

The constraints of our ILP formulation are given as
follows: X

c2Cm
�m;c ¼ 1; 8m 2M;

�m;c ��c; 8m 2M; 8c 2 Cm;
�c ��u;v; 8c 2 C; 8eu;v 2 Ec:

Our constraints adopt a bottom-up manner. We first let
each mobile host choose a cell. Once a cell is selected by any
mobile host, the cell joins the shortest path tree. The first
constraint guarantees that each mobile host selects one cell.
For each mobile host m, the constraint enforces that �m;c of
exactly one cell c is 1. The second constraint enforces that a
cell is used in the shortest path tree if it is selected by any
mobile host. If �m;c of any mobile host m and any cell c is 1,
the inequality guarantees that �c must also be set as 1, and
even the case that �bm;c of another member bm is zero does
not contradict the constraint. The third constraint states that
a link is used in the shortest path tree if it is on the path
from any selected cell to the root of the tree. When �c is 1 for
a cell c, the inequality enforces �u;v to be set as 1 for every
link eu;v between c and the root of the tree. In addition to the
above constraints, the problem has the constraints enforcing
that �m;c, �c, and �u;v are all binary variables. We regard a
set of selected cells that obey the above constraints as a
feasible solution to the CTSP.

We show that the CTSP in the heterogeneous wireless
networks for multicast communications is NP-hard because
the Minimum Set Cover problem [29] is a special case of the
CTSP problem. In Minimum Set Cover, each set is assigned
a cost and covers some elements. The problem is to select
the sets with the minimum total cost such that every
element is covered by at least one selected set. Therefore,
Minimum Set Cover is the same as the CTSP if we connect
each cell in the CTSP directly to the root with a zero-cost
wireline link, where each cell and mobile host in the CTSP
are just the set and element in Minimum Set Cover,
respectively.

3 DESIGN OF LAGRANGE ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose an algorithm for CTSP. The
LAGRANGE algorithm is based on Lagrangean relaxation
on our ILP formulation proposed in Section 2. The
LAGRANGE algorithm has the following advantages:

. The algorithm can be implemented in a distributed
manner. Each mobile host owns a cost for each
covering cell and selects the cell with the smallest
cost. The wireless networks compute and update the
cost in a distributed manner to reduce the total
bandwidth cost of the shortest path tree. No
centralized server is required to maintain the group
membership, the network topology, and the location
of each mobile host. Therefore, the algorithm is
easier to be integrated with the current IP multicast
service model and protocols.

. The algorithm iteratively reduces the total band-
width cost of the shortest path tree according to the
current group membership and the set of cells
covering the mobile hosts. In other words, the
algorithm adapts to the dynamic join and leave of
mobile hosts in a multicast group and the mobility of
members.

. The algorithm provides a lower bound on the total
bandwidth cost of the optimal solution to the CTSP.
The lower bound can be used for comparing with
the solution obtained by any algorithm for the
problem.

The algorithm relaxes a constraint of our ILP formulation
and transfers CTSP into the Lagrangean Relaxation Problem
(LRP). The LRP owns a new objective function with the
Lagrange multipliers and fewer constraints such that we
can decompose the LRP into multiple subproblems, where
each subproblem can be solved in a distributed manner.
The members in our algorithm collaboratively construct
the shortest path tree according to the solutions to the
subproblems. Besides, the cost of each cell for each member
is updated iteratively to reduce the total bandwidth cost of
the shortest path tree according to the current group
membership and the locations of members. Therefore, the
algorithm is suitable for protocol design. In the rest of this
section, we describe how we can solve CTSP:

. Transfer CTSP into the LRP.

. Decompose the LRP into multiple subproblems and
solve each subproblem respectively.
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. Select the cell and the wireless technology for
each member according to the solutions to the
subproblems.

. Reduce the total bandwidth cost of the shortest path
tree by iteratively updating the cost of each cell for
each mobile host.

3.1 Decomposing and Solving the LRP

The algorithm relaxes the second constraint in the ILP
formulation to transfer CTSP into the LRP, and the objective
function of the LRP is given as follows:

min
X
c2C

bc � �c þ
X
eu;v2E

bu;v � �u;v þ
X
m2M

X
c2Cm

�m;cð�m;c � �cÞ

¼ min
X
m2M

X
c2Cm

�m;c�m;c

" #

þ
X
c2C

bc �
X

m:c2Cm
�m;c

 !
�c þ

X
eu;v2E

bu;v � �u;v

24 35;
where �m;c is the Lagrange multiplier, �m;c � 0, 8m 2M,
8c 2 Cm. The Lagrange multiplier �m;c is the cost of cell c for
mobile host m. The Lagrange multipliers connect the
subproblems such that we can iteratively improve the
solution to CTSP. The LRP includes the first and the third
constraints. Compared with the objective function of the
CTSP, the objective function of the LRP owns a new term
corresponding to the relaxed constraint. Intuitively, for any
feasible solution to the LRP that contradicts the relaxed
constraint, namely, �m;c > �c, the objective function pun-
ishes the solution with a larger objective value. Besides, any
feasible solution to CTSP must also act as a feasible solution
to the LRP since the set of constraints of the LRP is a subset
of the constraints of CTSP. Therefore, when we adopt the
optimal solution to CTSP as the feasible solution both to the
LRP and CTSP, the objective value of the LRP must be not
more than the objective value of CTSP because the new term
in the objective function of the LRP must be nonpositive.
Therefore, the objective value of the optimal solution to the
LRP must be not more than the objective value of the
optimal solution to CTSP. In other words, the objective
value of the optimal solution to the LRP provides a lower
bound to CTSP, which is the total bandwidth cost of the
optimal shortest path tree.

We solve the LRP by decomposing the LRP into two
subproblems. We divide the objective function and the
constraints of the LRP into two parts, where each subpro-
blem owns one part of the objective function and con-
straints. The variables in the two subproblems are mutually
independent such that we can solve each subproblem
individually, and the solution to the LRP is just the
combination of the solutions to the two subproblems.

The objective function of the first subproblem is given as
follows:

min
X
m2M

X
c2Cm

�m;c�m;c:

The first subproblem has the following constraint:X
c2Cm

�m;c ¼ 1; 8m 2M:

In the subproblem, each cell c is associated with a

cost �m;c for each mobile host m. The optimal solution to the

first subproblem is to find the cell with the minimum cost

for each mobile host m. The runtime of the algorithm for the

first subproblem is thereby OðjMjjCjÞ. In the LAGRANGE

algorithm, the cost �m;c for cell c is stored in each mobile

host m, and each mobile host can thereby find the cell with

the minimum cost individually.
The objective function of the second subproblem is given

as follows:

min
X
c2C

bc �
X

m:c2Cm
�m;c

 !
�c þ

X
eu;v2E

bu;v � �u;v:

The second subproblem has the following constraint:

�c � �u;v; 8c 2 C; 8eu;v 2 Ec:

In the subproblem, each cell c is associated with a profitP
m:c2Cm �m;c. If we choose a cell c, we acquire the profit but

pay the wireless bandwidth cost bc and wireline bandwidth

cost bu;v of each link eu;v on the shortest path from c to the

root. However, the wireline bandwidth cost bu;v for each

link eu;v can be shared by all downstream selected cells.

Therefore, the objective function of the second problem is to

minimize the net cost of all selected cells in the shortest path

tree that spans all candidate cells, and we have to find the

best trade-off to select the cells.

Let �u;v denote the minimum net cost of the subtree that

includes link eu;v and the subtree rooted at v. To find the

minimum net cost of the whole shortest path tree, we

consider each link of the shortest path tree in the bottom-up

manner. For the link eu;v that connects to cell cu;v, where cu;v
denotes the cell with the base station v connected to link eu;v,

the minimum net cost �u;v is given as follows:

�u;v ¼ min 0; bcu;v þ bu;v �
X

m:cu;v2Cm
�m;cu;v

8<:
9=;;

where the zero net cost corresponds to the case that cell cu;v
is not selected, and net cost bcu;v þ bu;v �

P
m:cu;v2Cm �m;cu;v

corresponds to the case that cell cu;v is selected. Therefore,

net cost �u;v is guaranteed to be nonpositive. Afterward, for

each of the upstream links eu;v, we derive the minimum net

cost �u;v from the minimum net cost of each downstream

link �v;w:

�u;v ¼ min 0; bu;v þ
X

w:ev;w2E
�v;w

8<:
9=;:

If �u;v is negative, the above equation allows only some
downstream cells and links of eu;v to be selected. The
following proves that we can find the minimum net cost of
the shortest path tree in OðjEjÞ time:

Theorem 1. The minimum net cost of the shortest path tree
spanning all candidate cells can be obtained in OðjEjÞ time.

Proof. For any two child nodes x and y of the root r in the
shortest path tree, the selection of the cells in the subtrees
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rooted at x and y are independent. Therefore, the
following equation holds:

min
X
c2C

bc �
X

m:c2Cm
�m;c

 !
�c þ

X
eu;v2E

bu;v � �u;v

¼ min
X

v:er;v2E

"X
c2Cv

bc �
X

m:c2Cm
�m;c

 !
�c þ br;v � �r;v

þ
X
eu;v2Ev

bu;v � �u;v

#
;

where the value in bracket is just the net cost �r;v. The
theorem follows. tu
After we obtain the minimum net cost of the shortest

path tree, we can find the selected cells in the second
subproblem. All cells in the subtree corresponding to a
link eu;v are not selected if net cost �u;v is not negative.
Therefore, each candidate cell c is selected in the second
subproblem if the net cost �u;v of every link eu;v in the
shortest path from c to the root of the tree is negative.

Since the variables to the first and second subproblems
of the LRP are mutually independent, the solution to
the LRP is just the combination of the solutions to the
two subproblems. In the following, we explain how the
LAGRANGE algorithm finds the solution to CTSP accord-
ing to the solution to the LRP such that the algorithm can
be implemented in a distributed manner.

3.2 Finding and Improving the Solution to the CTSP

Although the second subproblem selects the cells to

minimize the net cost, the selected cells may not be feasible

to CTSP because each mobile host is not guaranteed to be

covered by a cell that is selected in the second subproblem.

In other words, variables �c and �u;v cannot represent the

routing of the multicast tree because the second constraint

is relaxed. In our algorithm, therefore, we select the cells

according to the cells selected in the first subproblem. Lete�c be a binary variable that represents if the LAGRANGE

algorithm selects cell c. Variable e�c is 1 if there exists at

least one mobile host m that selects cell c in the first

subproblem. In other words, variable �m;c is 1 in the first

subproblem. Let e�u;v be the binary variable that represents

if the LAGRANGE algorithm uses link eu;v in the shortest

path tree. Variable e�u;v is 1 if link eu;v is on the shortest path

from any selected cell c to the root, with e�c being 1. The

advantage of the LAGRANGE algorithm is that the cell

selection is performed only by the mobile host and is

transparent to the IP multicast routing protocols. In other

words, the shortest path tree is created by each member

joining the multicast group with the IP multicast routing

protocols after each member selects the cell according to

our algorithm. We thereby require no modification on the

current IP multicast routing protocols.
Each member m in the LAGRANGE algorithm selects the

cell c according to the cost �m;c, the Lagrange multiplier, of
the cell in the first subproblem. We adjust the cost
iteratively with the subgradient algorithm [21] and the
solutions to the two subproblems of the LRP. Let Wð��Þ
denote the objective function of the LRP in Section 3.1,

where �� ¼ ð�m;c; 8m 2M; 8c 2 CmÞ. The subgradient corre-
sponding to the optimal solution of the LRP is denoted as
rWð��Þ ¼ ð@Wð��Þ=@�m;c; 8m 2M; 8c 2 CmÞ, where

@W ��ð Þ
@�m;c

¼ �m;c � �c:

The feasible solution to CTSP obtained by the LAGRANGE
algorithm depends on the cost �m;c, and the subgradient
@Wð��Þ=@�m;c indicates the direction of adjusting �m;c to find
the better feasible solution to CTSP 8m 2M, 8c 2 Cm. The
LAGRANGE algorithm increases or decreases the cost at
each iteration. The LAGRANGE algorithm increases �m;c
when �m;c � �c is positive. In other words, mobile host m
selects cell c, but the cell is not selected in the second
subproblem in this case. In contrast, the LAGRANGE
algorithm decreases �m;c when �m;c � �c is negative. In
other words, mobile host m does not select cell c, but the cell
is selected in the second subproblem in this case.

We explain the adjustment of the costs in an intuitive
way as follows: Although the solution to the second
subproblem may not find the feasible shortest path tree in
CTSP, the second subproblem provides an insight to find
the shortest path tree with low wireless and wireline
bandwidth costs. The second subproblem tends to select the
cells that cover more mobile hosts to save the wireless
bandwidth because the cell tends to own a larger profit,
where the profit of each cell c is

P
m:c2Cm �m;c. Besides, to

save the wireline bandwidth, the second subproblem tends
to select the cells such that the shortest paths from the cells
to the root share more common wireline links. Therefore, if
mobile host m does not select cell c, but the cell is selected in
the second subproblem, we decrease �m;c such that the cell
tends to own the lowest cost and to be chosen by m

afterward. Therefore, the cost �m;c, which is the Lagrange
multiplier in the LRP, plays an important role to select the
cells and find the bandwidth-efficient shortest path tree.

Fig. 2 shows the details of our algorithm. Initially, the
Lagrange algorithm assigns a unit cost to each cell for each
member in step 1, and each member can thereby select any
cell. Afterward, our algorithm iteratively reduces the total
bandwidth cost of the shortest path tree. At each iteration,
our algorithm first finds the solution to the first subproblem
in step 2. The algorithm then finds the solution to the
second subproblem in steps 3 and 4. The algorithm then
adjusts the cost of each cell for each member in step 5 such
that we can find the shortest path tree with a smaller
bandwidth cost at the next iteration. The LAGRANGE
algorithm stops when the number of iterations � is larger
than a threshold N , when our algorithm can no longer
adjust the cost, or when the difference of the total
bandwidth cost of the obtained shortest path tree and the
lower bound on the total bandwidth cost of the optimal
shortest path tree is within a threshold �. The parameter 	 in
step 5 is the normalization constant. The parameter " in
step 5 is a parameter that dominates the modification of the
cost at each iteration in the subgradient algorithm. With a
larger ", the shortest path tree improves faster, but the
obtained shortest path tree tends to consume more
bandwidth than the obtained shortest path tree with a
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smaller ". In this paper, we thereby reduce " as the
improvement of the shortest path tree becomes smaller.

Consider Fig. 3 as an example of the LAGRANGE
algorithm. Fig. 3a shows the network topology with five
routers, six cells, and seven mobile hosts. The wireline and
wireless costs are both 1. A mobile host is covered by the
cell if it connects to the cell with a wireless link. Fig. 3b
shows the first iteration of the LAGRANGE algorithm. The
value beside each wireless link is the cost of the cell for the
mobile host at the beginning of the iteration. A wireless link
is represented by a solid line if the mobile host chooses the
cell in the first subproblem. A cell is represented by a solid
circle if the cell is selected in the second subproblem. The
value beside each wireline link is the net cost in the subtree
containing the link and the downstream subtree in the
second subproblem. A wireline link is represented by a
solid line if the link is adopted in the shortest path tree of
CTSP for data delivery. Therefore, every cell is selected in
the first subproblem, no cell is selected in the second
subproblem, and the shortest path tree of the CTSP adopts
all wireline links in Fig. 3b. Because no cell is selected in the
second subproblem, the LAGRANGE algorithm increases
the cost of a cell for the mobile host if the mobile host
chooses the cell in the first subproblem, and Fig. 3c shows
the new cost of each cell for each mobile host.

Each of the mobile hosts H2, H3, H4, H5, and H6 in Fig. 3c
chooses another cell in the first subproblem because the
new cell owns a lower cost. The new shortest path tree of
the CTSP induces a smaller bandwidth cost in Fig. 3c. It

does not use cell C2 and the wireline link from R2 to C2

because no mobile host selects cell C2 in the first

subproblem. Cells C1 and C3 are selected in the second

subproblem. At the end of the iteration, the LAGRANGE

algorithm decreases the costs of C3 for mobile hosts H2 and

H3 because the two mobile hosts do not select the cell in the

first subproblem, but the cell is selected in the second

subproblem. Fig. 3d shows the new cost of each cell for each

mobile host.
The new shortest path tree induces a smaller bandwidth

cost in Fig. 3d. It does not use cell C4 and the wireline links

from R3 to C4. Before the LAGRANGE algorithm finds the

new cost of each cell for each mobile host, mobile host H3

hands over from C4 to C2, mobile host H5 moves out the

coverage area of C4, and mobile host H7 leaves the multicast

group in Fig. 3e. Note that the shortest path tree of the CTSP

needs to use cell C2 and the wireline link from R2 to C2

because mobile host H3 selects cell C2 in the first

subproblem. However, after the LAGRANGE algorithm

updates the cost of each cell for each mobile host, mobile

host H3 selects cell C3 in the first subproblem, and the new

shortest path tree discards cell C2 and the wireline link from

R2 to C2. Moreover, the new tree also saves the wireless

bandwidth of cell C6 and the wireline bandwidth of the link

from R5 to C6 because mobile host H7 chooses another cell

in the second subproblem.
The above example shows that the LAGRANGE algo-

rithm can reduce both the wireline and wireless bandwidth
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of the shortest path tree in the wireless networks. This

example also indicates that the LAGRANGE algorithm

adapts to the change of the group membership and the

mobility of members. Each mobile host in the algorithm is

able to individually select the cell since the cell selected by

each mobile host is the one with the lowest cost among all

covering cells independent of the cells that cover other

mobile hosts. Therefore, the LAGRANGE algorithm is
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suitable to be implemented in a distributed manner. In the

next section, we present the proposed protocol based on the

algorithm.

4 PROTOCOL DESIGN

In this section, we propose a distributed protocol based on

the LAGRANGE algorithm in Section 3. Our protocol is

transparent to the current IP multicast routing protocols.

Each mobile host individually selects the cell with the

lowest cost to join the multicast group with the multicast

routing protocols, and we regard the shortest path tree for

data delivery as the data tree of the multicast group. To

iteratively reduce the cost of the data tree, our protocol

needs to solve the second subproblem of the LRP. Our

protocol builds a control tree to solve the second subproblem

in a distributed manner, where each router and base station

in the control tree maintains a node agent and cell agent.

Initially, the control tree spans every candidate cell. After-

ward, our protocol incrementally prunes the control tree to

reduce the protocol overhead.
In the following, we explain the information stored in

each agent in Section 4.1, the control messages in Section 4.2,

and the operations of our protocol in Section 4.3.

4.1 State

The information stored in each agent is a soft state to

guarantee the robustness of the protocol. A soft state stored

in an agent needs to be refreshed periodically by neighbor

agents or covering mobile hosts. Therefore, when any

incident link or adjacent agent fails, the node agent removes

the state to ensure that no idle state remains in the agent.
Each node in a multicast tree stores the required

information for its parent node and child nodes to build

the tree in a distributed manner, which is identical to the

standard multicast routing protocols. Each node agent

stores the following states: 1) multicast group address,

2) the address of the parent node agent in the control tree,

and 3) the bandwidth cost of the link that connects the

node agent and the parent node agent. For each child agent

in the control tree, the node agent stores the address of the

child agent and a Join Timer. We use the Join Timer to

maintain the soft state for the child agent. When the timer

times out, the node agent removes the state corresponding

to the child agent.
In addition to the above information, each cell agent

stores the following information: 1) the bandwidth cost of

the cell, 2) a Control Flag, which is either TRUE or FALSE,

indicating whether the cell is selected in the second

subproblem of the LRP in Section 3, and 3) a Data Flag,

which is either TRUE or FALSE, indicating whether the

base station of the cell is in the data tree. For each mobile

host covered by the cell, the cell agent also stores the

following information: 1) the address of the mobile host,

2) the cost of the cell for the mobile host, namely, the

Lagrange multiplier, and 3) a Join Timer. When the timer

times out, the cell agent removes the state corresponding to

the mobile host.

4.2 Control Messages

Our protocol has the following control messages: Join,

Join_Ack, Leave, Request, Reply, and Inform. We introduce

each control message as follows:

. Join. Each mobile host or node agent sends a Join
message to a cell agent or the parent node agent to
join the control tree. Each mobile host or node agent
also periodically sends a Join message to refresh the
soft state.

. Join_Ack. Each cell agent or node agent returns a
Join_Ack message to confirm the Join message after
it receives a Join message. The Join_Ack message
sent by a cell agent also contains the Data Flag and
the cost of the cell for the mobile host. Each mobile
host may select another cell after it acquires the cost
for the cell from the cell agent.

. Leave. Each mobile host sends a Leave message to
each covering cell agent when it decides to leave
the multicast group or when it is no longer covered
by the cell. Each cell agent sends a Leave message
to the parent node agent if it has no covered mobile
host or if it is pruned in the control tree. Each node
agent sends a Leave message to the parent node
agent if it has no child agent or if it is pruned in
the control tree.

. Request, Reply, and Inform. Our protocol uses the
three messages to update the cost of each cell in a
distributed manner. The root of the control tree
periodically initiates an update procedure by send-
ing a Request message along the tree to each cell
agent. The Reply message finds the net cost of the
control tree. Each node agent sends an Inform
message to the downstream cells if it obtains a zero
net cost. The Inform message determines the Control
Flag of each cell agent.

4.3 Operations

We describe the protocol operations as follows:

1. Join a multicast group. When a mobile host decides to
join a multicast group, it sends a Join message to the
cell agent of each cell that covers the mobile host. If
the mobile host receives a Join_Ack message from
any cell agent, with Data Flag being TRUE, it selects
the cell to join the multicast group. Otherwise, it can
select any cell to join the group. When a cell agent
receives a Join message from a new mobile host, it
creates a new state for the mobile host. If the cell
agent has not joined the control tree, it sends a Join
message toward the root. The Join message propa-
gates upstream until it reaches the root or any node
agent that is in the control tree.

2. Hand over to a new cell. When a mobile host hands
over to a new cell, it sends a Join message to the new
cell and a Leave message to the original cell. The
Leave message may propagate via the new cell if the
mobile host is no longer covered by the original cell.
A cell agent removes the state for the mobile host
after it receives the Leave message from the mobile
host. If the Leave message fails to reach the original
cell agent, the cell agent can still remove the state for
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the mobile host after the Join timer for the mobile
host times out.

3. Update the cost of each cell. The root of the control tree
periodically sends a Request message along the
control tree to each cell agent. After the message
arrives at a cell agent, the cell agent first calculates
the net cost according to the LAGRANGE algorithm
in Section 3. If the net cost is negative, the cell agent
then sets the Control Flag as true and sends a Reply
message with the net cost to its parent node agent;
otherwise, it sets the Control Flag as FALSE and
sends a Reply message with a zero net cost to its
parent node agent. The cell agent then updates the
cost for each covered mobile host.

Each node agent first finds the net cost according
to the net cost included in the Reply message from
every child node agent. The node agent then sends a
Reply message with the obtained net cost to its
parent node agent. Besides, if the node agent obtains
a zero net cost, it sends an Inform message to each
child node agent that sends a Reply message with a
negative net cost. The Inform message propagates
downstream in the similar way to each cell agent
that sends a Reply message with a negative net cost.
In this case, each cell agent then changes the Control
Flag to FALSE and updates the cost for each covered
mobile host. Consider Fig. 3c as an example.
Node R3 obtains a zero net cost and sends an
Inform message to R4. The Inform message propa-
gates downstream to C4. Therefore, cell C4 knows
that it is not selected in the second subproblem of the
LRP and sets the Control Flag as FALSE.

4. Prune the control tree. Our protocol incrementally
prunes the control tree to reduce the overhead of the
protocol. When a cell agent or node agent obtains a
zero net cost for a period of time, it sends a Leave
message to the parent node agent. A node agent
removes the state of the group and leaves the control
tree if it receives a Leave message from every child
agent. Therefore, the prune procedure enables fewer
node agents to store the states and send the
messages of our protocol. Consider Fig. 3b as an
example. Cells C1, C2, C5, and C6 and node R4 send
the Leave messages upstream because each of them
obtains a zero net cost. Nodes R3 and R5 can remove
the states of the group and leave the control tree
because each of them receives the Leave message
from every child agent. Nodes R2 and R4 still need
to store the state of the group because each of them
has a child agent with a negative net cost. However,
node R2 can remove the states for C1 and C2 because
the two cell agents send the Leave messages. Note
that the prune procedure still maintains the correct-
ness of our algorithm because any node agent finds
the same net cost when a child agent sends no Reply
message or a Reply message with a zero net cost.
Besides, a cell agent or node agent rejoins the control
tree once it obtains a negative net cost. Therefore,
our protocol reduces the protocol overhead without
sacrificing the bandwidth efficiency of the data tree.

5. Leave the multicast group. Each mobile host sends a
Leave message to a cell agent when it decides to

leave the multicast group. Each cell agent leaves the
control tree if it covers no mobile host. Each node
agent leaves the control tree if it has no child agent.

5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

In this section, we present our simulation results. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no related algorithm for
CTSP in the previous works. Therefore, we compare the
LAGRANGE algorithm with two other algorithms that can
represent the reasonable user behaviors. In the first
algorithm RAND, each mobile host randomly selects a cell.
In the second algorithm LOCAL, each mobile host locally
selects the wireless technology with the minimum band-
width cost because the mobile host tends to spend the least
monetary cost in this case. The mobile host selects the cell
with the minimum distance to the base station if there is
more than one cell with the minimum bandwidth cost.
Moreover, we also compare the solution obtained by our
algorithm with the optimal solution obtained by CPLEX
with our ILP formulation in small wireless networks. In
large wireless networks, we compare the solution obtained
by our algorithm with the lower bound on the total
bandwidth cost of the optimal shortest path tree, where
we find the lower bound from the solution of the LRP in
Section 3.

To test the performance of our algorithm in different
scenarios, we change the following parameters:

1. Group size. The group size is the number of members,
namely, mobile hosts, in a multicast group. We
change the group size to test the scalability of our
algorithm and protocol.

2. Transmission range of a base station. For each wireless
technology, the size of the overlapping area of
adjacent cells is different when the transmission
range of a based station changes.

3. Bandwidth cost of each link and cell. The network
operators can assign a larger bandwidth cost to a
wireless cell rather than a wireline link. The network
operators can also give a larger bandwidth cost to a
congested link or cell to balance the traffic load in
the networks. Besides, we also consider that every
wireline link is assigned a zero cost to represent the
case that the network operators concern only the
wireless bandwidth consumption.

We measure 100 samples in each scenario. The perfor-
mance metrics in our simulation are listed as follows:

1. Total bandwidth cost of the data tree and the control tree.
The data tree is the shortest path tree for data
delivery, and the control tree is the shortest path tree
in our protocol to solve the second subproblem of
the LRP in a distributed manner.

2. Number of links and cells in the data tree and the control
tree. The number of control messages and the
number of nodes storing the agent of our protocol
are proportional to the number of links and cells in
the control tree.

In our simulation, we adopt the probability-based

mobility model that is widely used in the previous works

[8] [9], [10], [19]. We distribute all mobile hosts uniformly at
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random in the networks initially. Afterward, each mobile

host decides to stay or move at each minute. If the mobile
host decides to move, it randomly chooses the direction and

the speed between 0 and 2 km per minute. We adopt the

join/leave dynamics measured at MBone [30]. The arrival of

a new member is modeled as a Poisson process with a rate
of 0.5 per minute, and the membership duration is

exponentially distributed with a rate of 0.5 per minute. At

the end of each minute, we find the set of cells covering each

mobile host and then obtain the shortest path trees with the
RAND and LOCAL algorithms. For the LAGRANGE

algorithm, we run one iteration every 1 minute to test the

algorithm in the scenario with the dynamic group member-

ship and mobility of members. To prune the control tree
incrementally, each cell agent or node agent in our protocol

sends a Leave message to the parent node agent after the

obtained net cost remained zero for 5 minutes. The

simulation time takes 1,000 minutes. At the end of each
simulation, we average the performance metrics measured

at each minute.
In the following, we present our simulation results for

small wireless networks in Section 5.1 and the results for
large wireless networks in Section 5.2. We then explain
the transient behavior of the LAGRANGE algorithm in
Section 5.3.

5.1 Results for Small Wireless Networks

We first compare the solutions obtained by the LA-
GRANGE algorithm with the optimal solutions obtained
by our ILP formulation with CPLEX [31]. We simulate only
small wireless networks because solving large ILP pro-
blems is computationally infeasible. The network is in a
25 km � 25 km service area and has 36 hexagon cells. The
base stations of every adjacent nine cells are connected to a
router, and each router is connected to the gateway. The
bandwidth cost of each cell and link is 1 and 3. Fig. 4
presents the total bandwidth cost and the number of cells
used in the data tree and the control tree. The number of
links used in the data tree and control tree is similar to
Fig. 4b. Fig. 4 shows that our algorithm outperforms both
RAND and LOCAL. Our algorithm saves about 40 percent
of bandwidth cost. Besides, the total bandwidth cost
obtained by our algorithm is very close to the optimal
solution. Although our protocol maintains a control tree for

each group, the total bandwidth cost of the control tree is
smaller than the total bandwidth cost of the data trees
obtained by RAND and LOCAL. The reason is that our
protocol incrementally prunes the control tree to reduce the
size of the tree.

5.2 Results for Large Wireless Networks

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results for large heterogeneous
wireless networks. We adopt the hierarchical networks in
the Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Models (GT-ITM)
network generator [32] to represent the hierarchical
architecture in the current wireless networks. There are
three wireless networks in a 50 km � 50 km service area
with parameters (144, 16, 9, 1, 2), (64, 16, 4, 2, 4), and (4, 4, 0,
5, 15), where the five parameters in each parentheses are the
number of hexagon cells, the number of cells connected to
each second-level router, the number of second-level
routers connected to each first-level router, the bandwidth
cost of each link, and the bandwidth cost of each cell. In the
first and second networks, the first-level routers connect to
the gateway. In the third network, the second-level routers
connect to the gateway directly, and there is no first-level
router. Fig. 5b increases the transmission range of the base
station of each cell to 1.3 times the original transmission
range. Figs. 5c and 5d change the bandwidth cost of each
wireline link to zero. Since finding the optimal solution with
the ILP formulation in large networks is computationally
infeasible, here, we use the lower bound on the total
bandwidth cost of the optimal shortest path tree provided
by the LRP in Section 3. The total bandwidth cost of the
optimal shortest path tree must be larger than the lower
bound but smaller than the cost of the solution obtained by
any algorithm. Therefore, Fig. 5 implies that the solutions
obtained by our algorithm are close to the optimal solutions.
Besides, the LOCAL algorithm outperforms RAND in Fig. 5
because mobile hosts in LOCAL tend to select the wireless
technologies with smaller bandwidth costs. Therefore, the
shortest path tree in LOCAL tends to use fewer wireless
technologies.

According to Figs. 5a and 5b, the total bandwidth cost of
a data tree obtained by our algorithm decreases as the
transmission ranges of the base stations increase. The
reason is that each cell covers more mobile hosts such that
our algorithm clusters the mobile host and requires fewer
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wireless cells and wireline links. However, the results of
RAND and LOCAL are the same for different transmission
ranges of the base stations. A mobile host in LOCAL still
selects the cell in which the base station is closest, even
though there are more cells covering the mobile host. The
RAND and LOCAL algorithms cannot reduce the total
bandwidth cost of a data tree because each mobile host
individually and independently selects the cell, ignoring the
possibility of sharing the bandwidth cost with adjacent
mobile hosts.

Figs. 5c and 5d demonstrate that our algorithm outper-
forms RAND and LOCAL in the case that the network
operators concern only the wireless bandwidth. Therefore,
we believe that each cell in our algorithm can support more
multicast groups because each group uses much fewer cells.
Moreover, Fig. 5d shows that our algorithm uses less
wireline bandwidth, even though we only minimize the
consumption of the wireless bandwidth. The reason is that
there are fewer cells in a data tree such that we need fewer
links to connect to the cells.

5.3 Transient Behavior of the LAGRANGE
Algorithm

Fig. 6 presents the transient behavior of the LAGRANGE
algorithm with 65 members in the multicast group. We
change the probability that each mobile host decides to
move at each iteration. Fig. 6a first shows the total
bandwidth cost after each iteration of the algorithm when
no mobile host moves. Fig. 6a indicates that the total
bandwidth cost of the LAGRANGE algorithm approaches
the lower bound on the total bandwidth cost of the optimal
shortest path tree, and the control tree is pruned iteratively.

Our algorithm, at some iterations, generates the shortest
path trees with slightly larger bandwidth costs than the
trees in the previous iterations. The reason is that our
algorithm, which is based on Lagrangean relaxation,
searches the slightly worse solutions to avoid trapping in
locally optimal solutions [21]. Figs. 6b, 6c, and 6d change
the frequency of each mobile host to move to a new
location. The average bandwidth cost of a data tree slightly
increases when a mobile host moves more frequently.
However, Figs. 5a and 6d show that the total bandwidth
costs of the data tree and the control tree are still less than
the total bandwidth cost of the data tree generated by
RAND and LOCAL.

Our algorithm converges toward the optimal solution
iteratively. The convergence time is correlated to the
number of iterations and the time between two iterations,
where the latter one can be assigned by the network
operators. Therefore, given the mobility frequency of users,
the network operators can set an appropriate period of time
between two iterations for our algorithm. Ideally, the
network operator can set a short period of time such that
our algorithm finds the best solution before a mobile host
hands over. However, this approach induces a large
amount of overhead, since all iterations are performed
within a short period of time. Therefore, the trade-off
between the quality of the solution and the time between
two intervals are shown in Fig. 6. The figure with a higher
mobility corresponds to a larger interval between two
iterations in our algorithm.

Fig. 6 shows that our protocol incrementally prunes the
control tree. The bandwidth costs of the control trees are
identical to the bandwidth costs of data trees in Figs. 6a and
6b when our algorithm obtains the best solutions. In Figs. 6c
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and 6d, the bandwidth costs of control trees decrease
iteratively before a mobile host hands over. However, the
costs increase after a handoff because our algorithm
temporarily needs a larger control tree to reduce the cost
of the data tree in a distributed manner. In addition, the
bandwidth cost is different from the bandwidth consump-
tion. The bandwidth cost is proportional to the number of
links and cells in a multicast tree. Since our protocol induces
only several control messages in each link and cell at each
iteration, the bandwidth consumption in a control tree is
much smaller as compared to the data tree.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new mechanism for

reducing the total bandwidth cost of the IP multicast tree by

adaptively selecting the cell and the wireless technology for

each mobile host. We model the selection of the cell and the

wireless technology for each mobile host as an optimization

problem. We use ILP to formulate the optimization problem

and show that the problem is NP-hard. The network

operator can use the ILP formulation to find the optimal

solution for network planning in small wireless networks.

We design an algorithm based on Lagrangean relaxation

and devise a distributed protocol based on the algorithm.

Our algorithm iteratively reduces the total bandwidth cost

of the shortest path tree. Our protocol supports the dynamic

group membership and mobility of members. Moreover,

our protocol requires no modification on the current IP

multicast routing protocols. Our simulation results show

that our mechanism can effectively save the network

bandwidth compared with the traditional IP multicast.
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